Mind Mapping Systems Thinker’s attitudes facing a sepsis problem
Aims of the paper

to evaluate a proposed systems thinking mind-map against the mental processes applied in a case study identifying new treatments for sepsis.
1 - What do we need as systemists?

• To be able to **communicate** the **basis of systems thinking and systems science** to everyday people.
• To provide a **framework for understanding** systems thinking behaviours and **concepts**.
• To provide a **basis for expanding and improving** our **knowledge in systems science and practice**.
• To provide a **foundation** for **Systemists discipline**.
• To **exercise** Systems Thinking.
1 - Why these needs?

Without science, we will continue to practice Alsystemy!

“Until recently, most of systems thinking could be best characterized as descriptive, faith-based, anti-reductionist approaches... we argue that we are on the cusp of appearance of a more testable “science” of systems.” – Luke Friendshuh and Len Troncale 2012. Presented summer 2012 at the International Society for Systems Sciences

“It is the function of science to discover the existence of a general reign of order in nature and to find the causes governing this order. And this refers in equal measure to the relations of man – social and political – and to the entire universe as a whole.”

Dmitri Mendeleev
2 - The beginnings of the systems tree?

2012

INCOSE French chapter requests a booklet on Systems Thinking

Mind Map of Systems Thinker’s postures and Systems Concepts

2013

DGA systems Thinking training.

Discovering of the systems coupling diagram of Lawson
2 - The beginnings of the systems tree?

2014

Understanding Disease with Systems Thinking INCOSE/ISSS

Validation of the branches and formation of the roots

Concept presented at EMEASEC

2015

Work begins on « Health, Disease and Systems Thinking »

Sepsis is a nexus for integrating many topics

INCOSE/ISSS
« The System Tree »

Attitudes of a Systems Thinker

TOGETHERNESS
- Boundary
- Integrity

SYSTEM
- Roots

STRUCTURE
- Components
- Hierarchy
- Networks
- Interaction

RELATIONSHIPS
- Dependencies
- Influences
- States

BEHAVIOUR
- Patterns
- Outputs
- Functions

CONTEXT
- Stakeholders' perspective
- Emergence
- Needs

Drivers
- Inputs
- Outputs
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3 - Method
Systems Thinking in action!

The Systems Thinker frees him/herself of the three unities rule of classical theatrical drama: time, place and action.
The Systems Thinker

dives into past events;

propels into the future;

to understand a present day situation.
The Systems Thinker: approaches a subject in its wholeness;

accepts different perspectives of diverse stakeholders of a situation;

is able to play the role of any other actor at any time.
Exercising Systems Thinker attitudes leads to:
ask the right questions at the right time;
reassess situations.
3 - Method
What is the point of Systems Thinking?

By sharpening the global understanding of a situation, the Systems Thinker can change the world!

3 - Method
What is the point of Systems Thinking?

By sharpening the global understanding of a situation, the Systems Thinker can change the world!

Dialogue between Archimedes and a butterfly:

- “Give me a lever and a place to stand, and I will move the world”, says Archimedes
- “Myself, I can set off a tornado” answers the butterfly.
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« Introduction au Penser Système » - Brigitte Daniel Allegro
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3 – The method to use the “systems tree” as systems thinkers
Illustrated by a case study in the healthcare domain

#SystemsThinking is to perceive an overall situation in order to understand it.

Exercising with the sepsis problem
3 – The method to use the “systems tree” as systems thinkers

- Gather Data
- Try to make sense of it
- Formulate the big picture
- Validate impressions with experts
4 - When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

Inflammation – the anomaly behind complex disease

+ Infection = SEPSIS
Stays with septicaemia (sepsis) have the highest aggregate hospital costs in comparison to all other conditions (US 2011 $20.3 billion costs have more than quadrupled since 1997.)
4 - When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

Gathering data
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When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

Negative emergent properties: rate of sepsis is increasing!

Sepsis situation system – Sepsis states and related costs of the healthcare system
4 - When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

*Negative emergent properties: long term consequences, susceptibility to additional illness and relapse*
4 - When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

**Formulating the big picture**

**“General sepsis” Situation System**

The “patient”, the “healthcare system” and the “infection” are elements which become related in the sepsis problem to solve.

**Respondent system to sepsis**

In order to respond to the SEPSIS situation, the doctors define a strategy and a respondent system.

The strategy consists of:
- quelling the infection
- sustaining the vital organs
- preventing a drop in blood pressure.

The respondent system is based on an appropriate selection of System Assets elements which are integrated into different protocols. Today it is tuned, based on experience.

**System assets supporting the Respondent System**

The system assets provides system services which are available on request by the respondent system. In the sepsis context there are for instance:
- Broad-spectrum antibiotics
- Lab tests capabilities to identify infectious agents
- Medicine that targets microbes
- Protocols to maintain oxygen level of a patient
- Protocols to maintain blood pressure of a patient
- Surgery means and surgeons
- Etc...

Relationships between enterprise and the sepsis situation systems
4 - When a Systems Thinker is facing a sepsis problem...

*Emergence response time is critical to survival*

---

**Sepsis**

_is an emergency^1_

---

**PURPOSE**

---

5 – Results – Formulating the big picture

A starting point for understanding « how »
5 – Results – *Formulating the big picture*

A candidate framework for understanding «what» is happening

---

**Sepsis states transition model (static view)**

- **MOD**
  - Organs lose structure and function

- **Severe Sepsis**
  - Massive uncontrolled proliferation of infections causing widespread injury

- **Sepsis**
  - Microorganisms can pass the border security in the gut

- **SIRS**
  - Ability to recognise invaders removed

- **Inflammation**
  - Local repair and remodelling of tissue

- **Health**
  - Homeostasis (Before infection or damage occurs)

- **Complete Failure of the spleen**
  - "Meltdown of tissue"

- **Opportunistic Infection escapes immune system**
  - "Normal" Microorganisms escape from the gut

- **Boundaries of inflamed areas overlap**

- **Injury or damage**

---

Events generating a transition from one state to another one

---
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Results - Formulating the big picture
A candidate framework for understanding « why »

Energy transition diagram (dynamic view)
5 – Results: a reflection on the Systems Thinking
6 – Conclusions

System Thinking is what you have to do when you are faced with a problem that you have not faced before

The “Systems Tree”
Provides a useful framework for systems thinking.

Knowledge of the attitudes can lesson the barriers to productive thinking;

Knowing about the system roots encourages understanding whilst problem solving.

The problem is not the problem. The problem is your attitude about the problem.
Do you understand?
- Captain Jack Sparrow
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